As people may have been following, the whole thing is getting worse and worse in regards to censorship. At this point, it makes one wonder, how long the internet itself is going to last being a "free" place of assembly, but this looks like it is going down the grim road. With the enemy's advances, this is constantly fought over.

This wasn't the Jews or anything. It's never them. They are always beyond criticism here and dindu absolutely nuffin. This time I believe it was the Saudis, or the Syrians, or whatever goyim that is being scapegoated by the holy people.

A little backstory:


May 2019: Despite Crackdowns, White Supremacist and Neo-Nazi Videos Take Stubborn Root on YouTube https://www.propublica.org/article/desp ...

June 2019: ADL Praises YouTube for Decision to Remove Racist, Extremist Content - https://www.algemeiner.com/2019/06/05/a ...
The situation for the internet is going to get dire. As I have told you many times earlier, the purge will commence in places like Jewtube not only for the "Far Right" channels, but keep going and going until all enemies of the jewish agenda (Anything, even remotely) is thoroughly eliminated.

You know, prophecies on these subjects are not some arbitrary prediction, but the reality of a situation. When one knows the enemy and how they operate, you do not have to be a medium to understand that 1984 is commencing.

"Truthers", UFO investigation channels, Conspiracy Theorists, even soft-core right wingers, Varg Vikernes, what do all of these seemingly unrelated things have in common? They can all potentially, under circumstances, lead to a particular awakening on the powers that be that run this world and control it, and their hidden agenda. Even normal everyday "American Patriots" are getting massively purged.

"American Patriots" or any form of patriot is unwelcomed in the upcoming Kalergi future. And who is creating this future? The team of David's Star as per usual.

As I have told you in my previous post, the situation with Stephen Crowder did escalate. Many people of course brushed it off as useless. But the situation is Crowder satirized a Vox GBLT reporter, who started essentially using his weight to cry like a little bitch to Youtube for Socialistic Daddy Intervention from the internet "giant".

This essentially created the precedent and excuse [Vox is essentially a media conglomerate] for starting to cry on Youtube and initiating new control measures because some soylent NPC decided to whine about it, and this is your so called "Democracy", one based on false statements, terrorism, and where even the law doesn't even exist anymore, nor any constitution.

The Soylent Creature claimed along the lines that "Youtube" was supposed to be a Marxist GBLT [his own version of course] space or something, so it has to be that way. The Soylent Creature didn't study his history very well, that jews, Marxists, and socialist regimes, actually killed or enslaved GBLT people merely over that. He went to cry on the same master's skirt that made this particular demographic [Which is around 2% globally] literally extinct.

And Jewtube found the perfect excuse to initiate all the more violent witch hunts in the "Platform" that will essentially only how videos about "How Good Jews Are", Ariana Grande, and Cat Videos, but nothing else further than that.
MAGA sleepwalkers and related are of course going now to praise President Trump, while he doesn't even defend them. Most of Trump's people have already been deplatformed, dehumanized. This is the most serious defense he can possibly do; this is far more important than fences and China, we are talking about the freedom of information exchange and ideas. However even action from the "President" may be a total futility at this point as algorithmically and based on bots, it's going to get even worse for the internet and any major related information exchange platform.

How do these events start? First, they abduct your neighbor 5 squares down the road, "Neo Nazis". Then, they will ruin "Far Right wingers". Then, they will go for the "Right". Eventually, they will go to the "Center", and they will take down everything they consider an opposing view to their agenda. After this, anything remotely against them on the center left will be purged etc.

This is just a Stalinist purge on the information sphere, and nothing strange coming from jews, it's a repeated thing that has lasted indefinitely. Youtube claims that this was to limit "Hatred" as per usual, but what about the left that literally hates on everything breathing and walking that is not on the "Left"? Hatred should be fine based on civility; people will disagree and hate one another. Insofar there is no violent action, this should be allowed within civility.

At least, the above was a rule of thumb on our dying and rapidly Chinese Dictatorship terraforming civilizations.

Of course, the enemy is getting exposed, but at this point, this is beyond their caring. They know they are exposed; they know their agenda. They know they want to instate a worldwide Communist 1984 society, which unpersons people and essentially destroys them. We are past the point of appearances mattering, they will just proceed with what they need to at any cost and at any rate.

So, imagine for example now with all of the categories of "Criticizers" of the enemy having disappeared, one can only reasonably expect a war in Syria or other events to take place, let alone for any leftist to simply snowball permanently into office. The jews through Trump have made serious evaluations on how their chosen one Hilary did not get elected, and why the case is with popular awakening. As such they are trying to adapt through censorship and usual brutality.

Many people are saying "Oh, at least we are not China", but do not worry, we will be China soon as far as the internet is concerned.
The days where people speak their minds in "Platforms" are over. And what do we have to do about it? Spam the RTR and do what we can to fight the information war [Soon on that]. There is no going back from this.

It is for certain also they also do some major planning for next year, as the internet censorship is essentially the key for plans they have for the future, not a means in itself. Preparing for war in Syria or for other atrocities, and having zero intellectual opposition is just totally normal.